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GUI Events
Many applications built using GUI’s

user interactions generate events (eg. click, 
copy, paste, selection, etc)

In NetBeans, may build a GUI shell attaching 
event methods to user events and firing action 
code

If GUI encapsulates a program class, then 
user events may drive our program classes 
execution
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As you should be aware, many software products use events to drive the execution of 
programmer-specified code actions.
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Here, we are simply attaching code to events. This is made possible (and so easy) because we 
know what the source code is. 

In particular here, it is very easy to monitor or alter the code associated with these events by 
simply editing our original source code.

But what should we do if we don't know or don't have access to the source code?



Call-back Parsers
Call-back parsers generate events (the call-
backs) as certain features are parsed

With XML parsers, every start or end tag 
generates an event

XML parser interfaces provide program 
hooks to these events

If XML parser encapsulates another program 
class, then parsing events may drive program 
classes execution
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    public class HTMLParser 
                   extends HTMLEditorKit.ParserCallback {
    
        public Stack stack = new Stack();

        public void handleStartTag(Tag t, MutableAttributeSet 
a, int pos) {
            stack.push(new TreeNode(t.toString(), 0));
        } // end of method handleStartTag

        public void handleEndTag(Tag t, int pos) {
            stack.pop();
        } // end of method handleEndTag

        public void handleText(char[] data, int pos) {
            // ignore all text!
        } // end of method handleText
    
        // other methods...
        
    }  // end of class HTMLParser  
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<Game1>
  <Room0>
    Starting Room
  </Room0>
  <Door1>
    Locked with hundreds of big, bad daemons behind it!
  </Door1>
</Game1>

Example XML Parse

<Game1>
<Room0>

<Game1><Game1>
<Door1>

<Game1><Game1>

<Room0>

<Door1>
<Game1>
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Java Virtual Machine
Loading/executing Java code generates 
events:

calling and returning from constructor 
functions

calling and returning from methods

reading and writing fields

accessing package components
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Returning from constructor functions or methods may occur normally or exceptionally.



Java Virtual Machine

More events can and are recognized, but for 
our purposes, this is enough!

What applications could we build if we could 
attach code actions to these JVM events?

AOP simply allows us to attach code actions to 
these types of events!
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Aspects

In AOP, aspects are special classes that relate 
events (ie. pointcuts) to code actions (ie. advice)

When are aspects active and executed? 

We shall examine this question shortly, 
however, for now, we shall illustrate these 
main ideas in AOP via a series of (partially) 
worked examples
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Event Logging
import java.util.Vector;
import java.awt.event.AWTEvent;

aspect Example1 {

  pointcut guiEvent(AWTEvent event): AWTEvent.new(..);
  
  after() returning: guiEvent(AWTEvent action) {
    System.out.println("GUI Event: " + action.toString());
  } // end of advice

  // to be completed...

} // end of aspect Example1
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Add in code to monitor calls to java.awt.event.AWTEvent class (ie. attempt to capture any GUI 
interaction!)



Method Tagging/Tracing
aspect Example2 {

  pointcut tagMethod(int nos): call(String aMethod(int nos));
  
  before(int nos): tagMethod(nos) {
    // log something...
  } // end of advice
  
  after(String hex): tagMethod(nos) {
    // log something...
  } // end of advice

  // to be competed...
  
} // end of aspect Example2
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One application of this type of coding style is to capture code just before encryption or just 
after decryption. We do this by simply tagging or tracing calls to/from encryption or security 
packages.

This style of programming could be used by someone interested in cracking (sorry, reverse 
engineering!) a software application.



Code Stitching
aspect Example3 {
  pointcut keyboardInput(): within(System.in.*);
  pointcut keyboardRead(): call(byte read(..));

  int around(): keyboardInput() && call(int available()) {
    return 0;
  } // end of advice

  int around(): keyboardInput() && keyboardRead() {
    return -1;
  } // end of advice
  
  around() throws SecurityException: call(void 
System.setIn(InputStream)) {
    throw new SecurityException();
  } // end of advice
  // to be completed...
} // end of aspect Example3
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Code to redefine interactions with the System.in input stream (ie. keyboard input).

Any attempt to use the keyboard input will appear as if the input stream is closed.

In addition, any attempt to alter the existing input stream will behave as if the JVM security 
manager has disallowed this!



Aspect Weaving
Aspects integrated by weaving advice code 
into the target classes code

Locate shadow points (cf. pointcuts) within 
target class. A list of the advices that apply to 
this (shadowed) pointcut is stored here

Code execution interrupted when shadow 
pointcuts encountered. At this point, all 
advice within shadowed pointcut is ran
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The versatility of AOP is determined by how the weaving is performed.



Aspect Weaving

Static weaving

performed at compile-time

Dynamic weaving

performed at class-loading time

AspectJ allows weaving to occur at class-
loading time
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System Design

View complex systems as combinations of 
concerns

business logic, performance, data 
persistence, logging, authentication, 
security, etc.

A typical object-oriented solution mixes up 
these different concerns
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System Design
Requirements split into

core module-level requirements

system level requirements

System-level requirements:

often orthogonal to each other

but cross-cut many core modules

Requirements-to-implementation map 
awkward
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Symptons

Code tangling

modules simultaneously interact with 
several requirements

Code scattering

related implementations spread over many 
modules
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Implications

Poor traceability

correspondence between concern and 
implementation obscured

Lower productivity

developer’s focus shifts from main to 
peripheral concerns
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Implications
Less code reuse

other systems not able to readily reuse 
module

Poor code quality

tangling produces code with hidden 
problems

More difficult evolution

non-modularized code
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Aspects

Aspects allow for the modularization of 
cross-cutting concerns!
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